
The student is the most important component of any educational 
centre. Our campus management is aware of the key role that students 
hold in the successful development of the learning activity. With the aim 
of facilitating their experience this year in the best of conditions, we 
have created this guide for the “safe student”.

1.- Read carefully every email you receive from the University 
Centre and the International Office.

2.- Attend all informative online or presential meetings 
organized by the International Office or Head of Studies 
regarding COVID-19 protocols and safety measures.

33.- Use the online means available to solve your questions 
with faculty or the International Office, and schedule an 
appointment if you need to carry out any presencial 
procedure.

4.- Think of and prepare your own safety protocol to put into 
practice once the classes have started.

55.-Read carefully and accept the Consent document you will be 
given by the International Office, by which you are informed of 
all the health and safety measures established in the protocol 
and implemented on campus.

6.- Download and install on your phone the “Radar COVID” app, 
available for Android and iOS.

1.- Inform your professors and the International Office as soon 
as possible and they will initiate the adequate process for that 
particular situation.

2.- Be calm and do not be alarmed. With the other students, 
highlight the need to follow all protocols carefully.

1.- Before leaving your house, take your temperature and 
evaluate how you are feeling with regard to COVID-19 
symptomatology. If you consider that you have some 
compatible symptoms, stay home, inform the International 
Office and your professors, who will activate the protocol 
established by the Health Authorities.

22.- Be punctual and follow the entry schedule you will be given. 
Access the campus using only the main entrance.

3.- Follow thoroughly the personal preventive measures, such 
as hand-washing (hydroalcoholic gel) and footwear disinfection.

4.- Follow the paths indicated on the floor when moving inside 
the building.

5.- Use the stairs, avoiding the elevators.

66.- When possible, keep social distance with peers and 
university staff.

7.- Always wear your mask.

8.- Upon entering the classroom, respect the professors’ 
instructions and minimize physical contact with your peers.

99.- Every time you return to class, after the break or after going 
to the restroom, maximize hygiene measures, and rub your 
hands with the hydroalcoholic gel available in the classroom.

10.- Encourage other students to strictly follow the different 
safety protocols.

11.- Use only the essential materials you need in order to 
successfully follow your lessons.

1212.- Help your professor with the classroom air circulation 
procedure, if needed.

13.- Use the coffee shop spaces always respecting their 
established maximum capacity, and encourage others to 
behave similarly.

14.- Smoking is not allowed on campus.

If a student has a temperature of more than 37,5ºC (99.5º Fahrenheit), they 
must immediately inform their professor and go to the COVID room, where 
they will be looked after. The student must then follow all instructions from the 
responsible International Office staff and Health Authorities.


